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1 Motivation 
An emerging direction of today’s content management is 
leading towards document tagging empowered by the 
knowledge about the semantic domain of document idioms 
and the linguistic knowledge. The CONTESSA project 
addresses the area of semantic web and domain ontologies 
from such a distinctive angle: documents are structurally 
and semantically analyzed by a service agent that learns 
from and modifies the underlying ontology through this 
semantic tagging process. Therefore, ontologies are 
progressively evolved and transformed based on the 
processed documents and tags. The goal of the CONTESSA 
project is to build such a content-semantic service agent to 
support content managers or content management system 
users in semantic analysis, attribution, tagging, and 
interweavement of XML documents. Heuristics-based tag 
system transformation will significantly contribute to 
evolving ontologies.  

2 Goals and proposed Solution 
The CONTESSA service agent will be developed to support 
several key requirements for effective content-semantic 
document management:  

• linguistic analysis of document structures  
• semantic analysis of document domains  
• assessment of quality attributes of ontologies 
• learning from the past by evolvement of ontologies 

based on enrichment of domain and linguistic 
knowledge 

• powerful attribution, tagging and interweavement 
of documents 

For that, the CONTESSA service agent will be based on 
a novel approach integrating several technologies: structural 
tagging, analysis of topic/comment structures, semantic 
tagging and discourse analysis, text mining, and heuristics-
based tag-system transformation. Combined in a uniform 
architecture and prototype tool, such techniques will allow 
operating a service agent for content management that fully 
supports the user in managing large quantities of documents 
in a semantically progressive and advanced instrumentation. 

Recently, a few techniques have been proposed to 
design and build ontologies, resolve redundancies across 

documents, or to evaluate existing ontologies. The 
CONTESSA project combines technologies ranging from 
text mining to heuristics-based ontology transformation. 
This technology merging will define a significant step in the 
upcoming area of semantic web. Figure 1 depicts the main 
aspects of the project. 

 
Figure 1  A Content-semantic service agent 

3 Conclusions 
Advanced content management will be enabled by a service 
agent that supports a user in a way such that textural 
contents will be analyzed and semantically related based on 
ontologies and their semantical progression. The solution 
will combine text mining with heuristics based ontology 
evolution and transformation.  
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